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Introduction: 

     When two variables are highly correlated then we can’t 
estimate value of one variable knowing the value of other variable. 

This can be done by analysis of regression. 

 A method of estimating the value of one variable knowing the 

value of other variable is known as Regression. 

 The term regression was first used by Galton. He has studied 

the relation between heights of fathers and heights of sons and 

found that sons of tall fathers have little less height than their 

fathers & sons of short fathers have little more height than their 

fathers. This shows that the average heights of sons of tall & short 

fathers will tend to the general average height. This process is 

termed as regression by Galton. 



 Lines of Regression:  

  

 As we know, if two variables are highly correlated then the 

plotted points in the scatter diagram lies on a narrow strip. We 

can draw a line passing through these points such that 
 

 i) The line will pass through maximum number of points 

 

    ii) Remaining points are very close to the line from both the 

        sides. 
 

   iii) The sum of distances of the points from the line will be  

        minimum. 

   Such a line is called as line of best fit or line of Regression. 



 Types of lines of Regression: 

      Since we can minimize the distances of the points from the 

line in two ways; one along with the x-axis & other along with 

the y-axis hence there are two regression lines i) regression line 

of y on x & ii) regression line of x on y. 
 

      i) Regression line of y on x: If we minimize the distances of 

the points from the line along with the y-axis then we get a line 
of 

Regression of y on x & its equation is y = a + bx. 
 

     ii) Regression line of x on y: If we minimize the distances of 

the points from the line along with the x-axis then we get a line 
of 

Regression of x on y & its equation is x = a + by. 

 



The values of a and b are obtained by using least square method. 

After estimating the values of a 7 b we get the regression 
equations 

as 

 i) regression equation of y on x 

      

  

 

 ii) regression equation of y on x 

 

 
Where, byx & bxy are regression coefficients of y on x & x on y 

respectively and                      &   

     

 

 



Note: 

          1) To estimate value of y for given value of x, we use the  

               regression equation of y on x. 

 

          2) To estimate value of x for given value of y, we use the  

               regression equation of x on y. 

 

          3) Correlation coefficient is geometric mean of the  

               regression coefficients. 

                i. e.  



 The Method of Least Square 

        Let y = a + bx be the equation of the line required. To find the 

line of regression of y on x we minimize the sum of the absolute 

distances of the points like P (xi , yi) from the line measured along 

the y-axis. If Q is the point on the line corresponding to P (Xi, yi) 

we have to minimize the absolute distance PQ, Since Q lies on      

y = a + bx, its y-coordinate is a + bxi 

   │PQ│= │yi – a – bxi│ 

    For minimizing │PQ │we minimize its squares. Hence, if S 

    denotes the sum of the squares of these distances then 

    S = ∑fi  (yi – a – bxi )
2   

    We have to find a and b such that S is minimum,  

   the conditions for which are  

 

  i. e.  ∑fi (yi – a – bxi ) = 0---(1)   and   ∑fi xi (yi – a – bxi ) = 0--- (2) 



Figure 1 

 

 

 

 

From (1)we get ∑fi yi – a ∑fi – b ∑fixi  = 0 

Thus                                     i.e.                           ----(3)    

Which shows that the reg. line will passes through 

From (2) we get ∑fi xi yi – a ∑fi xi – b ∑fi xi 
2) = 0 --- (4) 

As we know that                                         and 

From (4) we have 

Thus                                                      -----(5) 



Multiply  equation (3) by      and subtracting it from (5) we get 

                                                           

 

Since the line will pass through               and its slope is 

 

Its equation is                                    

 

Similarly the equation of line of regression of x on y is 

 



x



  Properties of Regression Coefficients: 

    1) Correlation coefficient is geometric mean of the regression  

          coefficients. 

         Proof: We know that                         and                      

 

            Thus                                             = r2          Hence the result 

 

     

   2) A.M. of regression coefficients is greater than or equal to 

       correlation coefficient. i.e.  

 

      Substituting the values of coefficients in above equation we get 

 

 

 

    

    

 

 



       Thus  

 

 

        Which is trivially true hence the property . 
 

   3)  One coefficient is greater than one then other must be less 

        than one. 

        Proof: Since r lies between -1 to 1 hence r2 ≤ 1 

                   bxy  byx ≤ 1        i.e. byx ≤ 1/ bxy    hence the property. 
 

   4)  Regression coefficients are independent of change of origin 

        but not of change of scale. 

        Proof: Let change the origin of x & y by an amount a & b,  

        and the scales by an amount h & k respectively therefore 

        u =(x-a)/h & v = (y-b)/k We know ruv  = rxy 

           and σu  =σx /h  and              σv   =σy /k 

        buv  = ruv σu / σv = rxy  (σx /h)/ σy /k  = (k/h) bxy 

       Similarly    buv = (h/k) byx 

    



Summary: 

At the end of this module  student must be able to  
 

Define regression 

 

  Explain Lines of Regression 

 

   Derive Equation of line of regression of  

      y on x using least square method. 

 

  Prove some Properties of Regression coefficients. 


